Schizophrenia is a complex polygenic disorder of unknown etiology. Over 3,000 candidate genes associated with schizophrenia have been reported, most of which being mentioned only once. Alterations in cognitive processing -working memory, metacognition and mentalization -represent a core feature of schizophrenia, which indicates the involvement of the prefrontal cortex in the pathophysiology of this disorder. Hence we compared the gene expression in postmortem tissue from the left and right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC, Brodmann's area 46), and the medial part of the orbitofrontal cortex (MOFC, Brodmann's area 11/12), in six patients with schizophrenia and six control brains. Although in the past decade several studies performed transcriptome profiling in schizophrenia, this is the first study to investigate both hemispheres, providing new knowledge about possible brain asymmetry at the level of gene expression and its relation to schizophrenia. We found that in the left hemisphere, twelve genes from the DLPFC and eight genes from the MOFC were differentially expressed in patients with schizophrenia compared to controls. In the right hemisphere there was only one gene differentially expressed in the MOFC. We reproduce the involvement of previously reported genes TARDBP and HNRNPC in the pathogenesis of schizophrenia, and report seven novel genes: SART1, KAT7, C1D, NPM1, EVI2A, XGY2, and TTTY15. As the differentially expressed genes only partially overlap with previous studies that analyzed other brain regions, our findings indicate the importance of considering prefrontal cortical regions, especially those in the left hemisphere, for obtaining disease-relevant insights.
Introduction
Schizophrenia is a common, severe mental disorder of unknown etiology. It usually appears during adolescence and early adulthood and is characterized by positive and negative symptoms that reflect disruption of thought, mood, perception, and volition.
Neurobehavioral fMRI studies have shown that impaired attention, working memory and decision-making (as functions of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, DLPFC), and impaired sensory integration, affect regulation and emotion processing, social cognition and metacognition (as functions of the medial orbitofrontal cortex, MOFC), are core features of schizophrenia [1, 2] . Whereas the concordance for schizophrenia in identical twins is about 48%, the incidence decreases with decreased level of genetic similarity to about 6-17% in first-degree relatives, 2-6% in second-degree relatives, and 1-2% in third-degree relatives and the general population [3] . The earlier mentioned domains of cognitive function appear to be mildly impaired in the unaffected relatives of individuals with schizophrenia, which indicates that cognitive dysfunction likely reflects the genetic liability for the illness [4] . [5, 6] . In addition, a recent large genome-wide association study identified 108 schizophrenia-associated loci, out of which 83 were previously not reported [7] .
The main goal of this study was to assess whether gene expression patterns differ between normal control and schizophrenic brain in regions of the prefrontal cortex implicated in schizophrenia etiology and symptomatology.
Although psychosis (hallucinations, delusions, and disorganized behavior) is the most pronounced clinical feature of schizophrenia, impaired cognition has been suggested to be a core domain of dysfunction [8] . Therefore, we analyzed gene expression in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC, Brodmann's area 46) and in the medial orbitofrontal cortex (MOFC, Brodmann's area 11/12) of subjects with schizophrenia and normal controls. DLPFC was selected primarily because impaired working memory is a hallmark endophenotype of schizophrenia [9] , and because working memory deficits are among the key cognitive impairments of schizophrenia that remain relatively stable despite fluctuations in symptoms over the course of the disease [10] . MOFC has been proposed to be involved in sensory integration, in representing the affective value of reinforcers, in decision-making and expectation, as well as intuitive coherence judgments, subjective control of action and believing [11] . Imaging studies have confirmed that the activity in the left orbitofrontal region (area 11) is impaired in schizophrenic patients. Together with several other regions, the left area 11 is critically associated with directed efforts (i.e., realizing control of internal thoughts) such as the ability to represent, monitor and control the thoughts, feelings, and actions of self (a process called metacognition) [12] , and of others across time (mentalization) [13] . As the aberrant activity 
Materials and methods

Study samples
Postmortem samples of DLPFC and MOFC were obtained from 6 brains from subjects with schizophrenia and 6 normal controls from the Zagreb Collection of human brains [14] . The normal control subjects were chosen to match the schizophrenic group closely for age and postmortem delay ( [21, 22] . Functional annotations that were assigned with a p-value higher than 0.05 were eliminated, followed by elimination of redundant terms.
Results
Differentially expressed genes
After applying the filtering criteria described in the Materials and Methods, five genes were found to be differentially expressed with statistical significance when the DLPFC from patients with schizophrenia (left and right hemispheres combined) was compared to the DLPFC from healthy controls ( Table 2 ). Of these, one, TARDBP, had increased expression in the schizophrenic DLPFC compared to controls, while the remaining four genes had decreased expression. Comparison of the schizophrenic MOFC (left and right combined) to the MOFC from controls also identified five genes that were differentially expressed (Table 2) , although only two of these (TARDBP and KRT18)
were also detected in the DLPFC comparison.
By separating the data and analyzing them according to which hemisphere the tissue was any genes that met the criteria for inclusion (Table 3 and Fig. 2) . Similarly, 14 genes were differentially expressed when the left schizophrenic MOFC was compared to controls, and only one gene was differentially expressed in the right schizophrenic MOFC (Table 4 and Fig. 2 ). For the purpose of these comparisons, genes detected as repeated hits with separate identifiers (e.g., SEPT2 and GDI2; Table 3 ) were each counted separately because they most probably account for different splice variants.
It is possible, however, that duplicate hits arose due to the presence of a palindromic sequence.
Gene ontology analysis
To gain insight into the possible functions of the differentially expressed genes in Tables 2 and 3 , we performed gene ontology analysis using the Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) tool [21, 22] . Functional annotations that were assigned with a p-value higher than 0.05 were eliminated, followed by elimination of redundant terms. Several biological process terms were enriched among the list of differentially expressed genes and these are summarized in Figure 3 . In addition, the molecular function term "RNA binding" was assigned to six of the genes. Other genes that were detected to have significantly different expression among the schizophrenia and control cases were catalogued for the left hemisphere DLPFC (Table 3 ) and left hemisphere MOFC (Table 4 ).
Discussion
Our and HNRNPC [34] [35] [36] , followed by CANX [35, 36] , and patients with young-onset FTD and TARDBP- [37] , SNX3 [38] , GDI2 [39] , and SLC25A3 [40] .
Association of CBX3 [41] , DDX3Y, USP22 [42] , RPS13 [43] , STARD7 [44] , ACTA2 [45] , and KRT18 [46] with schizophrenia was reported in few studies, while SART1, KAT7, C1D, NPM1, EVI2A, XGY2, and TTTY15 genes were not previously related to schizophrenia. In the right hemisphere, only CANX showed a higher expression in the MOFC of subjects with schizophrenia, while no gene in the DLPFC had a difference in expression.
Genes associated with RNA processing
The subfamily of heterogeneous nuclear [27, [49] [50] [51] [52] and gene expression level [52] .
Further support for this concept arises from our gene ontology analysis, suggesting that five additional genes involved in RNA processing or splicing were dysregulated in 
Genes associated with dendritic spine structure
It has been shown that genetic aberrations that affect the regulation and dynamics of actin filaments could be involved in the pathophysiology of schizophrenia by disrupting dendritic spine architecture and glutamatergic signaling (for review see [8] ). Cohen et al. [25] found that the ENAH gene, which codes for actin-related cytoskeleton remodeling and the CPNE3 gene, which codes for actinbinding domains, have decreased expression in area 10 in subjects with schizophrenia. Our findings that ACTA2 gene, which codes for actin α2, has a decreased expression, whereas SEPT2, which assists in actin cytoskeleton formation, is overexpressed in the left DLPFC in schizophrenia (other members of septin family have also been associated with schizophrenia: SEPT4, SEPT5, SEPT8, and SEPT11 [39] ), fit well to these reports. As both genes are associated with dendritic spine structure and with mitochondria-associated genes and mitochondrial dysfunction in schizophrenia [38] . Importantly, other members of sorting nexin family have also been associated with schizophrenia, such as SNX2, SNX6, SNX8, SNX17, SNX19, SNX29, and SNX31 [64, 65] .
As for SNX3, we found an increased expression of solute carrier family member 
Conclusions
In this study we used Affymetrix microarray 
